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Motivation

 Current blocking tools like Ad-block Plus (ABP) block 

all ads 

 Disadvantage to advertisers, publishers, users.

 People report to be using ABP with the motivation 

for blocking annoying and embarrassing ads. 

 Understand user perceptions on this issue in India 

which has been explored only in the context of 

Western cultures till now.



Objectives

 Understanding attitudes of users in India towards 

sensitive online ads through a user study.

 Developing a selective ad-blocking tool- Filter ads 

with sensitive and inappropriate content only in 

contrast to blocking all ads.

 Preventing tracking of user’s online behavior on such 

websites.



Online Behavioral Advertising and 

Third-party tracking



Online Behavioral Advertising (OBA)

 A set of activities ad-networks engage in to 

 Collect information about users’ online activity

 Deliver relevant ads based on user’s browsing pattern.

 Pay for fewer impressions of their ads- Enjoy higher 

click-through rate and a higher conversion rate.

 Only 8% of all online advertising is behaviorally 

targeted*. 

*Source: Search Engine Watch







Third Party Tracking

 Practice by which third parties assists in tracking 
user’s visits to different websites.

 Larger the browsing profile collected, better the 
service it can provide.

 Third parties include 

 Advertising networks (Doubleclick - 40%*)

 Analytics companies (Google Analytics - 50%*) 

 Social Networks (Facebook- 30%*)

*Src- Data is for the top 500 popular sites according to Alexa rankings.



3rd party



Name- id

Content- 22d08c7166

Domain- .doubleclick.net

3rd party

User ID Websites visited

22d08c7166 cleartrip.com



Name- id

Content- 22d08c7166

Domain- .doubleclick.net

3rd party

User ID Websites visited

22d08c7166 cleartrip.com, 

timesofindia.com



Data collected

 No personal information (name, phone number, 

address) is collected. 

 Analysing patterns of online activity allows inferences 

about the user.

 Pages a user visits can reveal their location, interests, 

purchases, employment status, sexual orientation, 

financial challenges, medical conditions etc. 



Unethical Tracking Practices

 Mayer and Mitchell found that advertising networks (Epic 
Marketplace) and websites (OkCupid) were selling data 
about users which included topics like menopause, getting 
pregnant and debt relief or how often a user drinks, 
smokes.

 Krishnamurthy et al. found that a third party learned of 
the user’s query 90% of the time when they tested search 
queries on ten popular health websites.

 On interacting with 120 popular sites, he also found that 
that an aggregate of 48% leaked a user identifier in a 
request-URI or referrer.
http://www.photogrfx.net /Albums/TGM/TGM222.html ?user=jimmyjohn



Current Policies on tracking

 In 2010, United States Federal Trade Commission 

(FTC) proposed a “Do Not Track” mechanism.

 The online advertising industry- Network Advertising 

Initiative (NAI), Digital Advertising Alliance (DAA) 

and the Interactive Advertising Bureau Europe, IAB 

allow users to opt out of behavioral advertising by 

displaying an opt-out icon       alongside an ad. 



Opt-out Mechanism



User Perception about OBA and 

third-parting tracking



What does past research study say?

 Past user surveys indicate that although some users 

find OBA useful, the general public attitude towards 

it is negative and people are deeply concerned 

about their online activities being tracked by web 

third parties. 

 A 2012 survey by Pew Research found that 68% of 

respondents were “not okay” with behavioral 

advertising. 



Conducted in-depth interviews with 57 web 

users in India to understand their perceptions 

of OBA and third-party tracking.

User Study



Our user study

 Our study tries to re-investigate this issue in the 

context of a non-US audience.

 We study user attitudes towards tracking and OBA 

within the larger framework of user perceptions of 

ads.

 We focus on other issues as well in online 

advertising which have been completely 

overlooked in the academic literature on ads.



Questionnaire

 Gauged users’ overall perception of ads and 

sensitivity of ad-content

 View ads? Click on ads?

 Experienced any embarrassing ad?

What kind of ads do they find sensitive?

On what kind of websites have they observed such 

ads? 

Are these ads more embarrassing at work than at 

home?



Questionnaire

 Asked them on their requirements of ad-blocking 

tools.

Aware of Ad-block plus (ABP) or any other ad 

blocking tool? 

Would they like to use ad blocking software? Why 

or why not?



Demographics

Females Males

Gender 29 28

Avg. no. of hours spent 

online per day
3.2 hours 3.5 hours

Notices ads 89% 55%

Click on ads 67% 37%

Purchased from an ad 17% 11%



Concerns about third-party tracking

 Participants had a neutral attitude towards third-

party tracking with only 25% of participants 

opposing the idea.

 Their fears basically revolved around-

 Lack of transparency in the data being collected

 Selling of data to other parties for marketing calls or 

other purposes

“If they can track what I am browsing, 

maybe they can keep tab of the information

that I give out on those sites.”



Concerns about third-party tracking

 Majority didn’t want to be tracked on email and 

banking websites, financial investments and adult 

content websites.

“I don't want to be tracked on my 

personal things (places where I log in or do transactions). 

Everything else is fine.”

 Some people even liked the idea of third-party 

tracking and found it useful.



Perception about OBA

 Around 83% of the participants had experienced 
behaviorally targeted ads.

 More than 75% of them would like to view such ads.

 Wanted ad-categories were travel and 
tourism(66%), apparel (51%) and Arts and 
entertainment (49%).

 Least desired categories were Sex-related ads 
(60%), Get-rich-quick ads (55%) and Religion (43%).



Concerns about OBA

 Participants attitude towards OBA was more 

positive than that towards third-party tracking.

 Concerns related to OBA basically revolved around

 Repetitiveness of such ads (70%)

 Leaking private information to proximal users. (28%)

“I remember Jabong was there all the time. 

I purchased something from that site.

Then that Jabong ad kept coming whichever site I visited.”



Concerns about Embarrassing Ads

 Majority of our participants (42/57, i.e. 74%) had 

experienced situations in which they were shown 

online ads which they perceived as carrying 

embarrassing content.

 Defined embarrassing ads as graphic ads that 

either contain sexually explicit content, dating ads 

or else a display of swimwear or lingerie. 

“When I watch online movies, the movies open

in a pop-up player of a third party. They show 

ads of scantily clad women. I was watching it 

with my mom [once] and it became pretty embarrassing.”



Concern Rating



Embarrassment via social context

 Majority reported instances in which the 

embarrassment was caused by being in the vicinity 

of other people.



Examples of Embarrassing ads

DATING ADS

MATRIMONY ADS





Perceptions regarding Ad-Block Plus

 Majority (62%) expressed an interest in using a tool 

like Ad-block Plus which also allows selective 

blocking of ads.

 2 participants were explicit in stating that their main 

motivation to use the tool was to eliminate 

embarrassing ads. 

 Some wanted to use it only in some situations (e.g., 

only at work) but not others.



Ad-Extraction Tool



Objectives of the tool

 Extract ads from given webpages and identify the 

content of the ads to check if the ad contains 

inappropriate content or not.

 We ran this tool on three different set of webpages 

containing 500, 2500 and 5000 URLs respectively 

collected from user’s browsing history during the 

user study.



Tools Used





Data collected

 Ad-Title

 Ad-Content

 Ad-Display URL

 Ad-Source URL

 Landing Page Title

 Landing Page URL

 Image Source

 URL of the main page

 isThirdParty?

 isIFrame? 



Results

Data Set Text Ads
Embarrassing 

Text Ads
Image Ads

Embarrassing 

Image Ads

Set 1 (500 URLs) 192 4 156 5

Set 2 (2500 URLs) 1235 29 742 16

Set 3 (5000 URLs) 2587 40 1423 30

Total 4014 73 (2%) 2321 51 (2%)



Embarrassing Ads

Matrimony
10%

Dating
41%

Nightwear
21%

Health
15%

Others
13%

Image Ads

Matrimony Dating Nightwear Health Others

Matrimony
32%

Dating
27%

Nightwear
9%

Health
23%

Others
9%

Text Ads

Matrimony Dating Nightwear Health Others



Ad-blocking tools



Ad-Block Plus (ABP)

 ABP is one of the most popular ad blocking 
extension available. 

 People report to be using it with the motivation for 
blocking annoying and embarrassing ads. 

 Only 25% users report that they want to view zero 
ads. (Source: ABP website)

 It blocks all ads including textual, image, flash ads
using a list of filters.





How does it work? (with ABP disabled)

1) HTTP Request to http://netspiderads2.indiatimes.com 

to load the iframe

2) HTTP Response to load the iframe

3) HTTP Request to 

http://adscontent2.indiatimes.com/photo/19031.cms 

to load the image inside the iframe

4) HTTP Response to load the image inside the iframe

Server- indiatimes.com

Server- indiatimes.com



How does it work? (with ABP enabled)

1) HTTP Request to 

http://netspiderads2

.indiatimes.com to 

load the iframe

2) Checks if 

http://netspiderads2.indiatimes.com

matches the list of filters

3) Blocks the request if a 

match occurs

Server- indiatimes.com



Limitations of Ad-Block Plus

 Doesn’t allow selective filtering of ads.

 Blocking of all ad could be serious disadvantage to 
the parties involved.

 Advertising companies wont be able to advertise their 
product.

 Publishers who rely on ad for revenue may terminate 
their services or they may start charging users for their 
service.

 Users will not be updated about the new 
products/offers available.



User perception regarding ABP

 Participants favored the idea of Adblock Plus but a few 
were also unhappy by its inability to block selective 
ads. 

 Only 3 participants in our sample reported to have 
used the tool prior to the study. 

 Amongst the remaining, the majority (62%) expressed 
an interest in using the tool.

 2 participants were explicit in stating that their main 
motivation to use the tool was to eliminate embarrassing 
ads.

 8 out of the 15 participants did not want to use the tool 
because it doesn’t provide topical preferences.



A modified version of the Ad-block plus tool 

blocking only embarrassing ads.

Ad-Filter Tool



Objectives of the tool

 Selective Ad-blocking- Filter ads with only sensitive 

and inappropriate content in contrast to blocking all 

ads.

 Allow third-party control on sensitive websites.

 Provide users an option to add an embarrassing ad 

to the filter list for future blocking.



Modifying Ad-block plus code

 ABP blocks an ad without looking at the content of 

the ad.

 Modification required to block the ad based on its 

category.

 Used the filter list created to identify such ads.



How does ABP work?

 ABP intercepts the HTTP requests being sent to the 

server by the browser.

 It matches the source address of the HTTP request to 

a list of filters to decide if it should be blocked or 

not.





How does ABP work? 

1) HTTP Request to 

http://adscontent2.indiatimes.com/photo/19031.cms 

to load the image

Server- indiatimes.com



How does ABP work? 

2) ABP checks if 

http://adscontent2.indiatimes.com/photo/19031.cms 

matches the list of filters.

Server- indiatimes.com



How does ABP work? 

3) ABP blocks the request 

if a match occurs

Server- indiatimes.com



Modifications done to ABP code

 For image ads, added a module to fetch the 

landing (final) page of the ad using 

XMLHttpRequest API.

 Allowed iframes to load.

 Performed  a matching on the landing page of the 

ad using the filter list created.





How does Ad-Filter work? 

1) HTTP Request to 

http://adscontent2.indiatimes.com/photo/19031.cms 

to load the image

Server- indiatimes.com



How does Ad-Filter work? 

2) ABP checks if the request is to load an image.

If yes, sends a HTTP Request to 

http://adscontent2.indiatimes.com/photo/19031.cms 

to fetch the landing page of the ad.

Server- indiatimes.com



How does Ad-Filter work? 

3) HTTP Response from the server containing the final 

URL in the response header.

Server- indiatimes.com



How does Ad-Filter work? 

4) ABP fetches the final URL from 

Location field in the response header 

and matches with the list of filters.

Server- indiatimes.com



How does Ad-Filter work? 

5) ABP doesn’t block the request if no 

match occurs

Server- indiatimes.com



How does Ad-Filter work? 

Server- indiatimes.com

6) HTTP Response from the server 

to load the image.



Results



Creating the filter list

 Created a filter list consisting of URLs of websites 

belonging to the following categories- Dating, 

Matrimony, Nightwear, Adult sites. 

 Referred to alexa.com, ranker.com and other 

websites on the web to create a comprehensive lists 

of such websites. 

 Added following options- “$image” and “domain” to 

block only image ads and stop blocking when user 

visits that domain.

 For example,

shaadi.com^$image, domain=~shaadi.com



Features of the tool

 Allows blocking sensitive image ads.

 Prevents tracking of user’s online behavior on 
sensitive sites by setting a Do-Not-Tracker field in 
HTTP request header.

 Allows users to disable/enable the tool according to 
their needs.

 Allows users to block an ad which is not already 
present in the list.





Limitations of the tool

 The tool only blocks image ads. It does not work for 

flash and text ads.

 The tool contains a predefined list of URLs. There 

still could be some embarrassing ads which may not 

be included in the list. 

 In such a case, the user will have to manually add that 

filter to the list using the tool.



Future Work

 Extend the category list to wider range of topics 

which also include sensitive categories like politics, 

religion etc.

 Plan to give topical preferences to the users where 

they can choose the categories from a list for which 

they want ads to be blocked. 

 Allowing third-party tracking to be controlled on 

selective websites.

 Use clustering algorithm to block ads based on 

topics instead of a filter list.
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